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Cytomegalovirus (CMV) is able to replicate in the breast milk of lactating mothers and thus the offspring might be affected

by mild to severe symptoms of postnatal CMV disease in case of prematurity; not in term infants.
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1. Introduction

There is evidence of symptomatic cytomegalovirus (CMV) infection by viral replication during lactation of a CMV

seropositive mother to the preterm neonate . There is additional evidence that viral DNA has been detected from

colostrum within the first days of life, and detection rates range between 20 and 58 percent . Short-term morbidities

associated with postnatal CMV infection include a wide range of symptoms, signs and diagnoses like sepsis-like

syndrome (the most severe form), hepatopathia, hepatosplenomegaly, thrombozytopenia, neutropenia, hepatitis,

myoclony, petechiae, respiratory distress syndrome, hyperbilirubinemia, bradycardia, apneas, cholestasis, distended belly,

gray skin color, and elevated liver enzymes . Long-term consequences of postnatal CMV infection still are in debate. For

the term neonate, symptomatic CMV disease following postnatal infection has not been described, and is postulated as

being a kind of natural immunization .

2. Postnatal Cytomegalovirus Infection

Cytomegalovirus (CMV) belongs to the Herpesviridae family and is classified as human herpesvirus type 5. CMV is a

common virus for people of all ages provided the immune system is not compromised and prohibits illness. In healthy

children and adults, symptoms of CMV infection are usually minimal, mimicking a mild upper respiratory tract infection

(fever, sore throat, fatigue, swollen glands), and most of the patients are not aware that they are infected. Over half of

adults have been infected with CMV by the age of 40 years; and the virus stays in the body for the whole life and can

reactivate, for example during immunosuppressive therapy or in case of malignancies. Re-infection with a different strain

of the virus is possible. Most people with CMV infection have no symptoms and aren’t aware that they have been infected.

According to the Centers of Disease Control and Prevention, transmission routes include all body fluids, such as saliva,

urine, blood, tears, semen, and breast milk . CMV spreads from an infected individual by direct contact with saliva or

urine (the most common sources are infants and young children), from breast milk to nursing infants, through sexual

contact, and finally through transplanted organs and blood transfusions.

2.1. Short-Term Sequelae of Postnatal CMV Infection

Transmission route via breast milk is a kind of natural immunization of term infants, but this is not the case for the preterm

infant. The sequelae of congenital CMV infection are well defined: They include microcephaly, seizure disorders, cognitive

disability, developmental delay, and sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) . In contrast, sequelae of postnatal CMV

infection via breast milk in the preterm infant is much less clear. Short-term morbidities including sepsis-like-syndrome and

diverse end-organ disease manifestations are well recognized. However, the risks of adverse neurodevelopmental

outcome are still the subject of debate and discussion. Interestingly, about 90 percent of preterm infants of seropositive

mothers acquire CMV via lactation and breast feeding, but only a minority of infants develop signs and symptoms of CMV

infection . There exist many studies that endeavour to understand this phenomenon. Additionally, factors that

modulate reactivation and cessation of viral shedding are the focus of research groups including cytokines, lactoferrin,

and CD8+ T cells phenotypes . Transmission of protective maternal antibodies starts at about the 29th week of

gestation. This might be the reason why full term infants in general do not develop symptomatic disease . Other

manifestations of postnatal CMV have rarely been reported, including NEC .

In a study of infants below 1500 g birth weight, venous blood samples were tested for CMV IgG and IgM antibodies on the

fifth and 30th day after birth from both mothers and infants (n = 38 and 42, respectively) . Breast milk CMV DNA
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detection by PCR and viral cultures were done until 12 weeks of age, as were urine samples of the infants for CMV

culture. Thirty-six mothers (97.3%) were CMV-seropositive, and six infants became infected at a mean age of 77 days

after birth. These infants more frequently had sepsis-like syndrome and direct hyperbilirubinemia, but neurodevelopmental

outcomes at six months corrected for premature age did not differ between infected and non-infected infants .

More than 10 years ago, researchers published a review on transmission of human CMV via breast milk to the premature

infant. Studies revealed CMV-positivity of the infants from CMV-IgG positive mothers from 5.7 to 58.6 percent;

symptomatic CMV disease occurred in a median of 3.7 percent of the infants (range 0–34.5%), and severe sepsis-like

syndrome in a median of 0.7% (range 0–13.8%) . Few studies reported on long-term sequelae, and only weak evidence

exists of mild neurologic and cognitive impairment without hearing impairment. Hamele et al.  reported on five preterm

infants of 24 (+5) to 27 (+1) weeks of gestational age exhibiting severe morbidity and mortality associated with postnatal

breast milk-acquired CMV infection. Since the early 1970s, eighteen infants had been identified when human breast milk

first was known to be a potential source of CMV infection. In two cases out of these eighteen infants, the researchers

provided no further details; five cases, with a gestational age of 29 to 33 weeks, did not experience severe disease (as

defined as sepsis-like syndrome). The remaining 11 infants (four studies) had gestational ages ranging from 23 to 28

weeks (23, 25, 24 to 28, and 24.4 ± 0.5 weeks, respectively).

A Danish study included 26 preterm infants who received their mothers’ own milk and looked at the frequency of CMV

transmission, association with viral loads, and rates of sepsis-like symptoms . Despite being a small study,

nevertheless, four infants acquired CMV infection, with two of them exhibiting sepsis-like symptoms. The main finding was

a higher viral load of mothers’own milk in infected compared to uninfected infants. Thus, viral loads and the amount of

mothers’milk significantly increased the risk of CMV transmission to the preterm infant.

2.2. Potential Adverse Long-Term Neurodevelopmental of Postnatal CMV Infection

As already stated 10 years ago , there still exist very few studies addressing the long-term outcomes of preterm infants

having had symptomatic postnatal CMV infection acquired via breast milk. From those studies available, the information is

not conclusive. Thus, the principle question whether there remain neurodevelopmental sequelae or not is not answered

simply by a “yes” or “no”. Focusing on those studies dealing with breast milk-acquired CMV infection revealed five studies

reporting long-term follow-up data of preterm infants with postnatal CMV infection . The researcher found no association

with sensorineural hearing loss and no differences regarding motor or speech development in comparison to reported

controls. One small study, which found no differences in detailed examinations between postnatally infected and matched

controls, reported that even having had severe sepsis-like syndrome, the risk was very low to detect neurologic or

cognitive sequelae or to find an increased risk for hearing impairment .

Later studies, again from the Tübingen group of Hamprecht and colleagues, looked at more subtle deficits. Of 41 infants

investigated at school age, all had normal hearing function and neurodevelopmental testing with the Kaufmann ABC test,

and this did not differ between groups . Further analysis of these patients revealed lower results in the simultaneous

processing scales of the Kaufmann ABC tests . Since these findings represent more complex cognitive function, they

could be of some major concern for the individual. Another follow-up study of 42 infants found lower results in the

simultaneous processing scales, even after considering socioeconomic status. Results for the sequential and

achievement scales of the Kaufmann ABC were marginally reduced . At adolescent age, a study with 42 former

preterm infants compared the infants with term neonates using the Wechsler Intelligence Scale and the Developmental

Test for Visual Perception. They scored significantly lower compared with the full-term neonates and had lower scores on

overall cognitive abilities compared with the group of preterm infants without CMV infection .

Additionally, functional MRI examination showed differences in gray matter volume in several regions while performing

different tasks. Hence, either activation differences were observed in the left hippocampus and the right anterior cingulate

cortex during language tasks or within a small region of the occipital cortex during visuospatial tasks .

Looking at neonates who failed newborn hearing screening revealed a higher rate of 16% in the group with postnatal CMV

infection compared with 9% in controls . This study from the Pediatrix Medical Group network included more than

75,000 infants, with 273 infants having had postnatal CMV infection. The conclusion of this study is the fact that

comprehensive audiological and neurodevelopmental follow-up data are needed in order to answer the questions

regarding possible sequelae of postnatal CMV infection.
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2.3. Are All Preterm Infants Prone to the Risk of Symptomatic CMV Disease?

As Alan Jobe  stated, severe cases of CMV pneumonia or sepsis-like syndrome can occur, but the small number of

cases identified in this series is not enough to really estimate the general risk. It is still an unresolved problem as to

whether the published evidence of the benefits of feeding preterm infants fresh CMV positive milk is worth the possible

acquisition of symptomatic CMV disease by some of the infants. Until 2010  researchers calculated only few cases of

breast milk-acquired symptomatic CMV infection from the literature presenting as sepsis-like syndrome .

The gestational age (as shown above) was a maximum of 28 weeks. Therefore, it seems difficult to draw conclusions from

such a small cohort of infants and generalize recommendations to all preterm infants. The majority of reported cases with

severe postnatal CMV infection are the extremely low gestational age neonates.
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